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STARTING TO WRITE YOUR CV
Along with this document, you can find a choice of templates and a CV Masterclass in our careers
platform, The Launchpad. These templates have worked successfully for our past students. There
are exceptions to the standard CV format, for example people applying to creative industries
such as the media or if students have completed a design related degree. However, the standard
CV model is always a safe bet.
Two key elements to consider for every CV: Presentation & Content
A poorly presented CV leaves a bad impression even if the content is excellent. Likewise, a
beautifully presented CV with poor content is unlikely to be successful. It is the practical skills,
and work experience that employers are particularly interested in. Work experience can take
priority over education.
i) Before writing your CV
Before submitting a CV, ask yourself the following:
What is the purpose of this CV?
Who am I trying to impress?
Why do they need me?
Why should they pick me over another candidate?
You may need to customise your CV to every application you make, particularly if you are applying
to different industries or job positions. The time and effort is most definitely worthwhile.
ii) CV file name
Great job if you are tailoring your CV to each job you apply for, but the recruiter does not need to
know you are applying for hundreds of vacancies.
Calling your CV ‘Sales CV’ or ‘version 2’ does not sound very attractive. If you name your CV that
way it will be a strong hint to the recruiter that you have 100 different versions of it – even if you
don’t.
You may have different templates on your desktop, but when sending it out, make sure the file
reads simply ‘Joe Blogs CV’ or ‘Joe Blogs’ for example.
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STARTING TO WRITE YOUR CV
iii) CV length
A one page CV is fine, especially if you are still a student or have just left university. Employers do
not expect to see pages of work experience. One neatly-laid out page is better than two pages
without enough to say.
iv) Templates
Have a look at our CV templates in The Launchpad. This can give you a guideline as to how to
present your CV in a professional manner. There is no standard layout for CVs. You should use
the layout which suits you best.
v) Contact details
This might sound obvious but some candidates still come short of expectations – or arguably
exceed – here. Make sure you add your telephone, email address and a link to your LinkedIn
profile. This will make the recruiter’s life a lot easier and increase the chances of you getting a call
or email straight away.
Exclude things like birth date or gender, for example. These are unnecessary and are taking up
space on your CV.
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THE PERSONAL PROFILE
It is the first thing the reader will see. It should be a brief summary of your key selling points, this
could be called your 5 second selling pitch. Keep your profile succinct and factual.
Personal Profiles in the form of bullet points can work well. For example:
MSc in Marketing from Warwick Business School
BA in English Translation from Beijing Language and Culture University (First Class)
Banking internship experience in the UK
PRINCE 2 Practitioner and Foundation certificate
Research shows that most employers spend less than 30 seconds reading a CV. On the other end
of the scale according to research carried out by The Ladders.com the average time spent
reading a CV was just 6.25 seconds.
This fact should affect your CV writing approach.
Common personal profile errors:
Using “over the top” language / exaggerating
Copying words or phrases taken from other profiles or job adverts
Too many adjectives and not enough facts
A generic profile which does not make you stand out
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EDUCATION & WORK EXPERIENCE
A CV should not contain details about everything you have ever done. Think about what is
relevant for your target job/industry.
Education
List your qualifications in order of the most recent and most relevant first. Include the title of
your qualification, where you studied, the grade you were awarded or your predicted grade and
the date you achieved it.
It is not necessary to include qualifications with no relevance to the job.
Work experience
There are a couple of options here. You can write in chronological order, so list your jobs in order
of most recent. If you would rather write a skills-based CV, you can order your work experience
history into themes.
Include the full job title, a brief summary of responsibilities, and start and finish dates.
Here are from examples:
May 20 - July 20 Intern Accountancy firm, London
Assisted the head audit manager with day to day work
Analysed financial statements and generated reports
Checked bank statements, invoices and debit notes
Wrote audit reports including recommendations for weekly meetings
June 19 –Sept 19 Volunteer English teacher Primary school, Tokyo, Japan
Designed and followed a complete teaching plan
Implemented a variety of activities and instructional methods (media, structured games and
outdoor activities) to motivate the children
Monitored children’s interactions and nurtured cooperation and sharing
Carried out weekly admin tasks such as filing, writing reports preparing materials for fellow
teachers
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SKILLS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
This section can include I.T., languages, key skills (customer service, communication etc.)
certificates, awards. Use bullet points to list your examples. You could split them up into themes,
see below:
Computer skills
AutoCAD, Sketch Up, Photoshop, InDesign
Visio, Word, Excel, PowerPoint
Languages
French (native)
English (fluent)

ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS
This section of your CV can reveal more about your personality and can be a chance for you stand
out from the other applicants.
Try to include activities and interests that relate to the job or that demonstrate key skills. For
example, a marathon runner shows self-discipline, a member of a local football team shows team
playing skills, an active fundraiser shows proactivity.
Examples of what you can include:
Extracurricular activities – mention when, the position and your responsibilities
Positions of leadership
Sports
Travel
Voluntary work
Writing a blog
Other interests
Try to add some detail for each, rather than simply saying you enjoy travel you could say:
Travel: Organised a 3 month trip to South America for myself and 4 friends, I was responsible for
sourcing the best value flights and accommodation, and negotiating group discounts.
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REFERENCES
Simply write that “References are available on request.” Employers will then ask you for further
details when they are ready to offer you a job.

MOST COMMON CV MISTAKES
Avoid writing a CV longer than 2 pages, 1 page is recommended. Avoid writing a CV that has
no spaces and is full of block writing. In essence, your CV needs to be focused, easy to read
and contain quantifiable achievements.
Write your CV for the reader i.e. the recruiter. Recruiters are busy and are looking at
hundreds of CV’s and applications a day so make it easy for them. Careful selection is key.
Only choose your leisure interests that strengthen your application, e.g. playing a competitive
sport regularly, being part of a society or association or volunteer activities.
Students sometimes cite another problem – “I don’t have any work experience” “I don’t have
enough to write on my CV.” Nine times out of ten you need to take more time on your selfappraisal. This involves reflection and time to consider all of your experience and
achievements in every area of your life.
Avoid mentioning any political or religious beliefs, this can be risky and not necessary to
include.
Be careful not to add jargon/words or abbreviations that are not well known. Remember to
keep the reader in mind.
Once you have made a claim in your CV, be sure you can prove it if you are challenged about
it for example during an interview
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CV TOP TIPS
Be Concise. Why take 10 words to say something when you could use 5? Reduce your content
to only the most relevant information presented in an efficient way.
Be specific. For e.g. Winning team out of twenty other participants in a UK national basketball
competition
For each work experience, focus on your achievements as well as detailing your
responsibilities and duties.
Find fresh words. Avoid lazy, overused words and phrases. Each time you wish to describe
something, consider all of the alternatives and use the Thesaurus tool in Microsoft Word.
Where possible, try to make your personal qualities shine through.
Avoid using “I” and “me” as once you do this you will have to go on using this throughout your
CV. This does not mean using the third person either. The correct method to eliminating “I”
and “me” is to use note form.

CV ACTION WORDS
In your CV you do not have to write in full sentences, bullet points work well when listing your
main duties and responsibilities. The action words below are to help you with your CV writing.
Remember, avoid using “I” to start your bullet points, for example:
Led a team of 4 people to organise a networking event as part of the Business Society at
university
Analysed financial data to create monthly and yearly reports
Created and executed the marketing strategy for a new product
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CV ACTION WORDS
The action words below are to help you with your CV writing.
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